This meeting will be held via teleconference only in order to reduce the risk of spreading COVID19 and pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Orders N-25-20 and N-29-20 and the County of Los Angeles Public Health Officer’s Order (revised October 23, 2020). All votes taken during this teleconference meeting will be by roll call vote, and the vote will be publicly reported.

HOW TO VIEW THE MEETING: No physical location from which members of the public may observe the meeting and offer public comment will be provided. Please view the meeting, which will be live streamed at https://malibucity.org/video and https://malibucity.org/VirtualMeeting.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE BEFORE THE MEETING: Members of the public are encouraged to submit email correspondence to bsaleaumua@malibucity.org before the meeting begins.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE DURING THE MEETING: Members of the public may speak during the meeting through the Zoom application. You must first sign up to speak before the item you would like to speak on has been called by the Chair and then you must be present in the Zoom conference to be recognized.

Please visit https://malibucity.org/VirtualMeeting and follow the directions for signing up to speak and downloading the Zoom application.

Parks and Recreation Commission
Regular Meeting Agenda

Tuesday, November 17, 2020

5:30 P.M.
Various Teleconference Locations

Call to Order

Roll Call

Pledge of Allegiance

Approval of Agenda

Report on Posting of Agenda – November 13, 2020

1. Ceremonial/Presentations

   None.

2. Written and Oral Communications from the Public and Commissioners

   A. Communications from the public concerning matters which are not on the agenda but for which the Commission has subject matter jurisdiction. The Commission may not act on these
matters at this meeting.

3. **Consent Calendar**

   A. **Previously Discussed Items**

      None.

   B. **New Items**

      1. **Approval of Minutes**

         Recommended Action: Approve the minutes for the September 15, 2020 Parks and Recreation Commission Regular Meeting.

         Staff contact: Administrative Assistant Saleaumua, 456-2489 ext. 349

      2. **Community Services Department Monthly Report**

         Recommended Action: Receive and file a report of activities, events, projects, and programs coordinated by the Community Services Department for the months of September and October 2020.

         Staff contact: Community Services Deputy Director Riesgo, 456-2489 ext. 350

4. **Old Business**

   None.

5. **New Business**

   A. **Permanent Skate Park Preliminary Design**

      Recommended Action: 1) Review and provide feedback regarding the Permanent Skate Park Preliminary Design; and 2) Recommend approval of the Preliminary Design to City Council.

      Staff Contact: Community Services Director Bobbett, 456-2489 ext. 225

6. **Staff Updates**

7. **Commissioner Reports, Comments and Inquiries**

**Future Agenda Items**

**Adjournment**

**Future Meetings**
Guide to the City Commission Proceedings

As a result of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the City is under a state of local emergency, as well as states of emergency that have been declared in the County of Los Angeles, state of California, and a federal emergency declared by the President of the United States. At the direction of the Governor, starting March 19, 2020, the entire state is subject to stay-at-home orders. These measures are imposed to reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19. To comply with these emergency measures, the Commission meeting will be open and public but conducted via teleconference only. This way the public, the staff, and the Commission will not be physically in the same place.

The Oral Communication portion of the agenda is for members of the public to present items, which are not listed on the agenda but are under the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission. Although no action may be taken, the Commission and staff will follow up, at an appropriate time, on those items needing response. Each speaker is limited to (3) three minutes. Members of the public wishing to speak during the meeting must participate through the Zoom application. You must first sign up to speak before the item you would like to speak on has been called by the Chair and then you must be present in the Zoom conference to be recognized. Please visit https://malibucity.org/VirtualMeeting and follow the directions for signing up to speak and downloading the Zoom application.

Items in Consent Calendar Section A have already been considered by the Commission at a previous meeting where the public was invited to comment, after which a decision was made. These items are not subject to public discussion at this meeting because the vote taken at the previous meeting was final. Resolutions concerning decisions made at previous meetings are for the purpose of memorializing the decision to assure the accuracy of the findings, the prior vote, and any conditions imposed.

Items in Consent Calendar Section B have not been discussed previously by the Commission. If discussion is desired, an item may be removed from the Consent Calendar for individual consideration. Commissioners may indicate a negative or abstaining vote on any individual item by so declaring prior to the vote on the motion to adopt the entire Consent Calendar. Items excluded from the Consent Calendar will be taken up by the Commission following the action on the Consent Calendar. The Commission first will take up the items for which public speaker requests have been submitted. Public speakers shall follow the rules as set forth under Oral Communication.

Old Business items have appeared on previous agendas but have either been continued or tabled to this meeting with no final action having been taken. Public comment shall follow the rules as set forth under Oral Communication.

Items in New Business are items which are appearing for the first time for formal action. Public comment shall follow the rules as set forth under Oral Communication.

Copies of the staff reports or other written documentation relating to each item of business described above are on file in the office of the City Manager, and available upon request by emailing bsaleaumua@malibucity.org.

The City Hall phone number is (310) 456-2489. To contact City Hall using a telecommunication device for the deaf (TDD), please call (800) 735-2929 and a California Relay Service operator will assist you. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact Environmental Sustainability Director Yolanda Bundy, (310) 456-2489, ext. 229. Notification 48 hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to this meeting. [28 CFR 35.102-35.104 ADD Title II]. Requests for use of audio or video equipment during a Commission meeting should be directed to Alex Montano at (310) 456-2489, ext. 227, or amontano@malibucity.org before 12:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting.

I hereby certify under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing agenda was posted in accordance with the applicable legal requirements. Dated this 13th day of November 2020 at 10:00 a.m.

Brittany Saleaumua
Brittany Saleaumua, Administrative Assistant
Parks and Recreation Commission Agenda Report

To: Chair Guldimann and Members of the Parks and Recreation Commission

Prepared by: Brittany Saleaumua, Administrative Assistant

Reviewed by: Kristin Riesgo, Community Services Deputy Director

Approved by: Jesse Bobbett, Community Services Director

Date prepared: September 24, 2020  Meeting date: November 17, 2020

Subject: Approval of Minutes

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the minutes for the September 15, 2020 Parks and Recreation Commission Regular Meeting.

DISCUSSION: Staff has prepared draft minutes for the September 15, 2020 Parks and Recreation Commission Regular Meeting.

ATTACHMENTS: September 15, 2020 Regular Meeting Minutes
The following meeting was held pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Orders N-25-20 and N-29-20 and fully teleconferenced from various locations during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic.

MEETING CALL TO ORDER

Chair Guldimann called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.

ROLL CALL

The following persons were recorded in attendance via teleconference by the Recording Secretary:

PRESENT: Chair Suzanne Guldimann; Vice Chair Josh Spiegel; and Commissioners Georgia Goldfarb; and Robert Wells

ABSENT: Commissioner Judy Villablanca

ALSO PRESENT: Jesse Bobbett, Community Services Director; Kristin Riesgo, Community Services Deputy Director; and Brittany Saleaumua, Administrative Assistant

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

Chair Guldimann led the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

MOTION Commissioner Wells moved and Commissioner Goldfarb seconded a motion to approve the agenda. The question was called and the motion carried 4-0, Commissioner Villablanca absent.

REPORT ON POSTING OF AGENDA

Administrative Assistant Saleaumua reported that the agenda for the meeting was properly posted on September 11, 2020.

ITEM 1 CEREMONIAL/PRESENTATIONS

None.
ITEM 2  WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC

None.

ITEM 3  CONSENT CALENDAR

MOTION  Vice Chair Spiegel moved, and Commissioner Goldfarb seconded a motion to approve the Consent Calendar. The question was called and the motion carried 4-0, Commissioner Villablanca absent.

The Consent Calendar consisted of the following items:

A. Previously Discussed Items
   None.

B. New Items
   1. Approval of Minutes
      Recommended Action: Approve the minutes for the August 18, 2020 Parks and Recreation Commission Regular Meeting.
   2. Community Services Department Monthly Report
      Recommended Action: Receive and file a report of activities, events, projects, and programs coordinated by the Community Services Department for the month of August 2020.

ITEM 4  OLD BUSINESS

None.

ITEM 5  NEW BUSINESS

A. Parks and Recreation Commission Work Assignments

   Recommended Action: 1) Review the Parks and Recreation Commission work assignments for Fiscal Year 2019-2020; and 2) Recommend work assignments for City Council consideration for Fiscal Year 2020-2021.

   Community Services Director Bobbett presented the staff report.

   Vice Chair Spiegel suggested tabling the item for discussion until February 2021 following the City Council election and appointment of new Parks and Recreation Commissioners.

   CONSENSUS
   By consensus, the Commission tabled the item for further discussion at a future meeting.
ITEM 6  STAFF UPDATES

Community Services Deputy Director Riesgo provided an update regarding Charmlee Wilderness Park, Legacy Park, and Department programming.

Community Services Director Bobbett provided an update regarding the Permanent Skate Park, Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District Facility Use Agreement, and the Jake Kuredjian Citizenship Award.

ITEM 7  COMMISSIONER REPORTS, COMMENTS AND INQUIRIES

Vice Chair Spiegel commended staff for their work at the Temporary Skate Park.

In response to Vice Chair Spiegel, Community Services Director Bobbett stated the Skate Park Tree Maintenance Agreement was sent to the developer of the CASE project and the City was still waiting for the developer to return the Agreement.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

None.

ADJOURNMENT

MOTION  At 6:26 p.m., Vice Chair Spiegel moved, and Commissioner Goldfarb seconded a motion to adjourn the meeting. The question was called and the motion carried 4-0, Commissioner Villablanca absent.

Approved and adopted by the Parks and Recreation Commission of the City of Malibu on November 17, 2020.

SUZANNE GULDIMANN, Chair

ATTEST:

BRITTANY SALEAUMUA, Administrative Assistant
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  Receive and file a report of activities, events, projects, and programs coordinated by the Community Services Department during September and October 2020.

DISCUSSION: The Community Services Department coordinated the following activities, projects, and programs in September and October 2020:

SEPTEMBER

RECREATION

Aquatics: Fall programming at the Malibu Community Pool included Seawolves Swim Team, Adult Masters Conditioning, and Lap Swim. Staff continues to adhere to LA County Department of Public Health Guidelines.

Virtual training sessions were held bi-monthly with Pool Managers and monthly with lifeguard staff. The training included a comprehensive assessment of the Emergency Action Plan, Facility Operational Plan, and Red Cross and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommended guidelines.

Day Camps: Cross Country, Soccer, Surfing, and Tennis Day Camps took place during September. The City promoted the programs through online alerts, press releases, social media posts, and participant e-mails.
The City partnered with the Boys and Girls Club of Malibu and offered youth soccer and basketball at Juan Cabrillo Elementary School.

Seniors: Staff continues monthly wellness calls to over 100 Malibu Seniors. Additionally, over 500 seniors receive the monthly digital Senior Center Newsletter, which included information on support services, Evacuation Plans, Household Hazard Waste Recycling, word searches, and virtual recreation programs.

Staff plans to work with instructors during the winter session to offer virtual programs for seniors, including a Poetry and Art Workshop, Living Trust Workshop, and educational lectures.

Virtual Recreation: The Community Services Department continues to work with the Malibu Library and community class instructors to add tutorials, activities, and updates for the online virtual recreation center.

PARK MAINTENANCE

Charmlee Wilderness Park: Trail crews cleared the remainder of burned debris and the main parking lot to allow access to handicapped parking stalls.

Two handicap parking signs were installed in the main parking lot.

Removed abandoned wires and conduit from damaged parking lot light fixtures.

Replaced leaking water spigots and malfunctioning drinking fountain spouts.

Concrete trash containers and recycling containers were placed in high-traffic areas of the park. Due to each container's weight, a backhoe was used to place each container in its designated space.

Equestrian Park: Replaced missing combination lockbox and master locks on the park entrance gate with commercial grade locks.

Legacy Park: Staff met with consultants from Studio MLA to discuss the progress of the native plant plots throughout the park. Staff will continue to monitor each plot and hand-weed the area through the winter season.

One hundred yards of mulch was added to the ornamental landscape planters to improve nutrient absorption, soil biology, and decrease soil compaction and weed infestation.

Installed 15 Toyon shrubs between the Malibu Library and the Malibu Labor Exchange along Civic Center Way.

Las Flores Park: Installed the Las Flores Creek Pollinator Garden sign.
Malibu Bluffs Park: Completed priming the dumpster bin steel doors and rod iron gates in the maintenance yard in preparation for painting.

Maintenance staff built a soil storage box near the baseball fields.

SuperCare Pharmacy: Installed 50 yards of mulch within the open space and planters surrounding the medical building.

Trancas Canyon Park: Replaced three pad locks and a combination lock box on the park entrance gate with commercial grade locks.

Completed turf renovations of the Multipurpose Field. Renovations included drill and fill aeration, dethatch, verticut, overseed, seed cover topper, and organic fertilizer. Signs were posted around the perimeter, and a new irrigation schedule was programmed to ensure successful seed germination and turf establishment.

OCTOBER

RECREATION

Aquatics: Fall programming continued at the Malibu Community Pool with Seawolves Swim Team, Adult Masters Conditioning, and Lap Swim. All programs adhere LA County Department of Public Health Guidelines.

The City will offer programs during the winter session with the Malibu Aquatics Foundation (MAF). Registration for MAF’s Swim Team and Adult Masters Swim programs began on October 26.

A Lap Swim survey was made available to the public in October to solicit feedback related to the reservation system and preferred session times for the Winter 2021 Lap Swim season.

Aquatics staff participated in an in-person training on October 25. Training included in-water rescues with a sinkable manikin, rescue approaches from the lifeguard tower, cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, and automatic external defibrillator review. The training was conducted with Covid-19 safety precautions in place such as physical distancing and mask requirements. (Attachment 1).

Day Camps: Cross Country, Soccer, Surfing, and Tennis Day Camps took place in October.

Seniors: Staff continues provide senior members with resources, programs and updates through the monthly digital Senior Center Newsletter.

The City offered two free virtual programs in October - a Living Trust lecture and a Poetry and Art workshop. Both were cancelled due to low interest, and staff have reached out to...
Seniors to determine the type of programs they would be interested in attending for the winter season.

**Virtual Recreation:** Staff continues to update the Virtual Recreation Center every Monday with new content. A variety of information is included on the web page including tutorials, fitness activities, book recommendations, arts and culture resources and more.

**PARK MAINTENANCE**

**Charmlee Wilderness Park:** Trail crews placed rocks along the perimeter of the lower parking lot for vehicle parking barriers.

Park Guideline signage referencing LA County Department of Public Health protocols were placed in high traffic areas. Park rules, rattlesnake warning, no open flames or BBQ, and red flag warning/closure signs were also installed in various locations in the park.

Charmlee Wilderness Park opened to the public on Monday, October 19.

The parking lot was restriped and painted including the parking stalls and handicap spaces. Part of the curb was also painted red to indicate no parking, yellow for loading and unloading and an emergency fire only grid.

Attached City logo placards to four concrete trash containers.

**Equestrian Park:** Restriped the parking lot, including the parking stalls and handicap spaces. Part of the curb was also painted red to indicate no parking, yellow for loading and unloading and an emergency fire only grid.

Installed an automatic horse drinking fountain.

Replaced the metal screen around the restroom windows that were loosened due to the recent high winds.

**Las Flores Creek Park:** Installed playground safety guidelines for park visitors on barricades.

Staff fixed an electrical fault on the irrigation controller and reprogrammed the controllers.

**Legacy Park:** Installed homeless encampment notice of removal and disposal signs in various areas of the park. Coordination between City staff and LA County Sheriff’s Department occurred for the debris removal.

**Malibu Bluffs Park:** Restriped the parking lot including the parking stalls and handicap spaces.
Repaired the wood railing on the skate park stairway and one panel railing surrounding the bowl. Both railings were reinforced with metal frame brackets and painted.

Installed playground safety guidelines for park visitors on barricades.

Installed a spring lift assist unit on the utility trailer to assist the lift the gate and ramp.

**Trancas Canyon Park:** Opened the playgrounds following the COVID-19 closure. Removed barricades and caution tape that was installed to restrict playground use. Pressure washed all playground equipment, picnic tables and park benches.

Installed playground safety guidelines for park visitors on barricades.

Removed the temporary fencing around the multipurpose field and reopened the field following turf renovations.

Repaired the park entrance gate due to a bent bar that was damaged by the recent high winds.

**ATTACHMENTS:** Aquatics Training
RECOMMENDED ACTION: 1) Review and provide feedback regarding the Permanent Skate Park Preliminary Design; and 2) Recommend approval of the Permanent Skate Park Preliminary Design to the City Council.

DISCUSSION: On February 24, 2020, the City Council approved a Professional Services Agreement with California Skateparks to design a 12,500 square foot Permanent Skate Park (Skate Park) on the Case/Crummer Property adjacent to Malibu Bluffs Park.

The design process was originally scheduled to begin in March but was delayed until September due to the Covid-19 Pandemic. On September 2, 2020, the first Virtual Public Design Meeting was held with approximately 30 attendees. Participants were shown two Conceptual Designs for the Skate Park (Attachment 1) and were asked to provide feedback regarding the layout and features.

On September 4, 2020, a community survey (Attachment 2) was released to the public to solicit input regarding the layout and features of the two Conceptual Designs. The survey yielded 110 responses, including 104 responses from residents of Malibu or a neighboring City. Additional key information from the survey included:

- Concept A was preferred over Concept B
- 45.5% were between the age of 11-20; 27.3% were between the age of 21-30
- 52.8% preferred a hybrid style park (Street and Transition)
- A mini ramp was the preferred transition style feature
California Skateparks incorporated the feedback received from the first Virtual Design Meeting and the Community Survey into an updated Conceptual Design. The updated Conceptual Design was presented during the second Virtual Public Design Meeting on November 10, 2020. Ten participants attended the design meeting and provided additional feedback to California Skateparks, which was used to make minor adjustments to the updated Conceptual Design, resulting in the Preliminary Design (Attachment 3).

The Commission is asked to review the Preliminary Design and recommend approval to the City Council. Additionally, the Commission is asked to provide input regarding potential locations for spectator seating, tables, and other potential site amenities. After review by the Commission, the design will go before the Public Works Commission and Planning Commission before final review and approval by the City Council. Staff will bring back an item regarding site amenities for review by the Commission at a future meeting before the project goes before the Planning Commission.

The construction phase of the Permanent Skate Park will begin once fundraising for the project is complete. The Permanent Skate Park is anticipated to open in 2022.

ATTACHMENTS: 1) Conceptual Designs  
2) Community Survey Results  
3) Permanent Skate Park Preliminary Design
Concept A
Concept A

Attachment 1
Concept B
Malibu Skatepark Design Survey
Progress Report: October 26, 2020

How old are you?
110 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-10 years old</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 years old</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30 years old</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40 years old</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40+ years old</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where do you reside?
110 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am a resident of Malibu</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I live in a neighboring city</td>
<td>42.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't live nearby, but am interested in traveling to use the skatepark</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How do you roll?
110 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skateboarding</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMX</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scooter</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline Skating</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carver Skateboarding (surf skate)</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCMX (Wheelchair)</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roller skates</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How many years have you been riding?
110 responses

- 0-1 Years: 35.5%
- 2-3 Years: 10%
- 4-5 Years: 14.5%
- 6-7 Years: 22.7%
- 8-10 Years: 10%
- 10+ Years: 10%

How often do you ride?
110 responses

- Do not currently ride: 43.6%
- A couple times a month: 11.8%
- A few times per week: 44.5%
- Every single day: 11.8%
What qualities do you think help to make a skatepark a truly great place to ride as opposed to one that is not? (variety, uniqueness, overall flow, difficulty levels, colors/materials, landscaping, etc... This question is completely open-ended, the examples are meant to give you some ideas.)

110 responses

-Flow
-Distinct park sections with fluid transitions. Ideally, the park is organized in a manor that would not encourage standing or idleness anywhere other than the outer edge of the park. I think smaller, approachable features cater better to the masses and provide an overall fun experience for all.
-Personally, I only visit skateparks with bowls and transition. Street obstacles are cool and all, but every skatepark has those. What really makes a new skatepark stand out in my opinion is well made, planned out, flow bowls and transition sections. I think an area for street skaters is important, but pools, flow bowls, and half pipe section are 10 times more fun.
-Flow, lower rails, quality materials that don’t chip away easily, def a lot of plants,
-Good flow, good mix of obstacles, REAL HALFPipe, good spacing
-uniqueness of features, flow, opportunities for different skill levels, not being dominated by one type of skate style (including both street and transition features), being built out of concrete
-helmets for adults shouldn't be enforced. Less strict allows kids to learn in a creative way without getting out of hand.
-I think grey or like black is a good color.
-No
-Concrete, big 6 stairs & 3 stairs, rails, big objects, boxes, and a flat spot to do tricks.
-Symmetry and spacing, connecting sections. Not having rails that get in the way or sections that lead people into one another.
-having a variety of obstacles for every skater i've every level from beginners to pros
-The feel the environment and all skating types
-Socializing with friends and other people.
-The community of skaters that go, varying skill levels required on different obstacles, smooth concrete.
-Overall flow and a variety of different sized ramps... also a pool is always a staple in any good skatepark
-Variety. Making sure there are areas where you can flow like fun Bowls and flow tracks or ramps that emulate waves so surf skates and practice surf cross training on their skateboards
-Overall flow is most important (snack run)
-Overall flow, interesting features and lines, continuity
-Always Community! Maybe a beginner section with some easy rainbow rails. I have never seen a park with a place for the lil ones to learn basic skills
-Speed, power, flow. The ability to create different and multiple lines. A varied level of elements (skill level). obvious rest area that draw you away from the
-Concrete obstacles with good flow at a medium difficulty
-Definitely the landscaping and colors/artwork and materials used.
-I think the ground of the skatepark should be kinda slippery so if we fall we can slide out
-To have every thing nice and smooth
-No scooters. They mess up the flow of the skatepark.
-it should include mellow down rails, bump to bars, and hips for the intermediate skaters that want to skate these things but don’t want to skate huge things with risk of slamming really hard
-Fluidity and flow to the park. Variety, snake runs are fun! Absolutely essential for any park with transition is Smooth round metal copings that don’t stick out too much. And finally - Nothing is better than a well designed mini ramp section. A good mini ramp is absolutely essential. As someone who has been skating their entire life, I still enjoy nothing more than practicing technical lip tricks on a mini ramp, and beginners can appreciate mini ramps to learn basic tricks as well as practice dropping in. Please don’t forget to add the essential, well built mini ramp that everyone enjoys skating. Whoever is reading this, trust - everyone wants a mini ramp. Do the right thing, implement a mini ramp that is made with love, and coping that DOESN’T stick way out of the ramp. If a bowl is implemented, please don’t put a generic kidney bowl, no one skates them. Please either put a nice bowl with square pockets that flows, potentially with a snake run attached. Whatever you guys/gals do, make sure you don’t forget the mini ramp. ☮
-A Mini Ramp. 2.5 - 6 foot mini ramp or a Bowl ..
-transition is necessary if you apply it to the park correctly. just make is like a small street league park .
-I think overall flow and variety is key
-I think that we should definitely have a snake run like the one at Pedlo and I think that you should put some artwork in the skatepark. (graffiti/kaws style)... and alot of bowls because Malibu is more surf style. also you should put some street as well.
-Wide, open to allow for separation and flow. Wings for kids and small features then larger toward center, one big roll in or something to give speed.
-Materials, spread out sections for riders, views of the surrounding area, landscape, shaded and seating areas so people don’t have to sit on skatable terrain
-Good flow and wide variety of obstacles
-Transitions between areas and separation between street and vert diversity in features, flow, designed with or by a skateboarder who understands the dynamics of a skatepark.
-I like rails and stuff like that i really like the look of the park
-The community the landscape and the energy.
-I tend to think of a fun skatepark is one with a halfpipe at least 5 feet tall and a big bowl to carve in the middle
-Tons of ramps I would love to see quarter pipes and even a small bowl and a big one even a pump track would be sick!!
-multiple difficulty levels, lots of space, if there’s no bowl, plenty of QP and HP options
-A skatepark should be an open area/park that makes people from all ages and backgrounds feel welcome to express themselves through their favorite sport (Skateboarding/inline skating/etc.) --
The variety of difficulties that the park's obstacles present should allow a beginner develop into an advanced athlete and that way everyone from all stages in their sport can have fun and feel included. Flow is a big part of the design to help eliminate people running into one another and allowing different areas of the park to be used at a maximum level at the same time. Colors and materials are also a big factor because if it doesn't look or feel good, then people won't want to ride there. The smoothness of the ground should be a big quality point to consider but without being too slick or hot in the sun for safety and longevity of the park. Landscaping should be implemented for the beauty of the surrounding Malibu area, but to the point where it won't need to be maintained or watered too often.

-Ideally the Malibu park wouldn't be a watered down park for kids. Something with some really high level terrain that could host a pro contest would be rad. Throw in some stuff for the kiddies too. Mammoth Lakes, CA has a fun park

-Flow

-Shaded areas

-A nice section of banks and quarters that you can maintain speed through

-Lots of transition (ie bowls, mini ramp, different obstacles. Look to Moorpark Skatepark design for inspiration. It is the best use of space in Southern California.

-The qualities that make a skatepark a great place are variety in my opinion. I live in the palisades, and my local skatepark the cove, does not have a lot of it. What I mean by this is variety in obstacles, and in those obstacles varying difficulties. I have already been to the temporary Malibu park and I LOVE IT. I think lots of banks, little hubbas, And down rails are SUPER fun for all skill levels, as well as the bigger rails and other obstacles. Consider putting in much more street sections than bowl sections.

-I think that having a variety of difficulty levels included at the park is super important. Especially with transition as there is a pretty large barrier for entry. Other than that a park that flows really well would be great.

-Uniqueness, flow and variety of difficulty levels

-Variety - like at the gym. Certain areas are busier than others so you find something else to do and wait your turn. If one ledge or ramp is unavailable, good to have a few. An epic snake run is important too! Every park needs it! And a few different sized bowls for growth and progression.

-A great skatepark has a diverse array of obstacles with varying difficulty. The best thing a skate park can have is great flow. you want to be able to go from one obstacle to the next but not always have to take the same path to do so.

-Flow. Needs to have flow so in each corner of the park a lil like triangle pyramid

-I think a variety of features of different difficulties with a lot of flow is the most fun. My favorite skatepark is Linda Vista skatepark in San Diego because there so much flow and there are many different types of features. Venice is also super fun and has pretty solid flow.

-Variety in difficult level to make it challenging for all levels

-Veteran

-Use Venice Skate Park as your template and it will be incredible, definitely a cool snake run, a big bowl and a little bowl.

-Flow for sure! Extremely important
-I like skateparks that are more street! Seems like there's a lot of vert-heavy skateparks around the area like Moorpark and Venice, but not a lot of high quality skateparks with varying gaps, ledges, and obstacles typically found on street-skate spots.

-First and foremost the skate park needs structure. Example the Cove in Santa Monica you have to register and pay for membership which keeps law and order and the kids respectful. Second definitely all Concrete with a majority of pools balls and definitely a pool with actual pool coping that's vertical. Third days and times need to be structured to skateboarders so there’s no overflow with scooters.

-Skateparks need to be free and without park monitors [park nannys]. Lights go a long way to park adoption. The longer the park is open the less time they are spending elsewhere. Also there needs to be a well-rounded design for everyone. Also please include curbs and double-sided curbs all painted red.

-Variety in obstacles

-Round walls, connected with hips. Lots of flow. Pool coping. Everything connected. Speed.... lots of speed. Difficult terrain that requires speed to and continued flow to master mini half pipe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

-A lot of transition hips and a chili bowl with good not to big coating and maybe a pump track the rules should be like the cove from Santa Monica and no scooters and bikes have their own time different then skaters

-Flow and good transition are the most important. Variety is always good but matters most in different sizes of tranny. A good park has big obstacles and small ones and medium size too. Ex: big bowls, medium-small bowl, and mini bowl or mini ramp all in same park. This can be applied to rails, ledges, hubbas, and stairs as well.

-The people who care for it and maintain it as well as a variety of things somewhat spread out. I feel the better maintained the more respect people have for the park (generally, there is always the exception) Flow just happens naturally or not some days or time of day. But when it's all separate it helps a lot. PUMP TRACKS WOULD BE AMAZING since there are none in LA!

-A mix of everything maybe not in the same area but have transition and street elements in the park. Material should be a smooth concrete.

-Wide variety: bowl, mini ramp, vert ramp, rails & boxes-mid size, manual pad-curb high, hips and quarter pipes. Good Flow is very much key and is what I look for in a park the most. Difficulty Levels: I like when I can work my way up for example a mid size grind box to one as tall as a school bench. Materials: I like a smooth (not too slippery though) concrete park the best. Skatelite if wood is used but that’s always best at indoor parks, but if always taking care of, skatelite wood is great outdoors especially on vert and mini ramps. Good landscaping is an added bonus overall and is always very nice and I appreciate it big time. Nice chill spots off coarse is really nice for everyone.

-Clover very pool

-Definitely a range of levels in difficulty. A small bowl, big bow, small stair sets and hubbas and big stair sets.

-Well built
-I am the riders parent: It's easier to answer by stating what I don't like about other skate parks (especially the Volcom Brothers Skate Park in Mammoth). Public pot-smoking; older riders bullying and harassing younger riders and making them feel uncomfortable and scared; skateboarders harassing scooter kids and/or scooters not being allowed at all. An environment where all users can feel safe and act respectful would be great. Also, a water bottle filling station would be amazing. Riders exert a lot of energy and need to hydrate. Plenty of seating both for guests/parents/friends to watch riders, including shady options. Varying size bowls for varying skill levels. Lots of well-spaced rails, bars, ramps, etc.

-variety and smooth ground

-A park where advanced skaters can still have fun and progress. For material a gloss concrete

-I think the park should have a good flow and not too many manual pads.

-Flow, variety of obstacles, the ability to transfer from street to transition

-Allowing 18+ to ride freely without safety nannies, not treating a skatepark like Soho house i.e. make reservations to skate - skateboarding is about freedom. Make it cement, give it good manual pads and ledges, square rails, a snake run. I've managed a city park in Los Angeles for 10 years, and as a Malibu resident for the past 7 years, I am embarrassed to see how the temporary park is being run. Completely turned off from skating there.

-variety of features for ability levels

-I personally like bowls and quarter pipes. I also don't know how to grind yet, but you should put rails in the park because a lot of people with more experience DO know how to grind and I soon will as well. But you shouldn't make the bowls too big. The MAX amount of ft for a bowl/quarter pipe should be 8/7 ft.

-Flow and difficulty levels

-Variety of difficulty levels. So kids can feel comfortable just starting out but also get inspired watching others.

-The park needs to have good flow, aside from the actual obstacles and their design, that is what is most important. I am a fan of the fun boxes at the current temporary park and would like to see more of those. I don't like the colors of the current park though, very bland and not aesthetically pleasing to look at.

-good transition

-A park that is fun to ride for me is one that has beginner areas and advanced areas. A good park also has a good flow so that you can have long lines.

-The flow of the park and a variety of obstacles ranging from different skill levels

-I'd say a place that flows well whether it is street or transition. If you combined the best elements of the Venice park like the snake run and bowls but also had a good plaza set up like stoner. If street and transition can be combined cool but separate might make it more appealing as the street folks will be able to do their thing and the transition folks as well. If any metal coping bowls please use same metal as Venice park, it slides way better than the Santa Monica Park.

-In my opinion, for a skatepark to be a “good skatepark”, it needs to have design input from an actual skateboarder. A skateboarder only would know what would be a crowded obstacle, and they would know what obstacles will turn into benches. The Moorpark skatepark had skateboarders helping them design the park, and that is known as the best skatepark in this area.
-So I would say having someone who skateboards or used to skateboard helping you design the park, or even to just approve of the park would be essential. I say skateboard and not scooter or BMX because most scooters and BMX riders are younger, and don’t fully use everything in the park. More specifically, the smoother the ground is at the park the better. Shade at skateparks is always a plus as well. Parks like Moorpark skatepark have a small beginner section at the entrance, and the rest of the park is higher skill level. I think this is genius because it gives the younger kids an area out of the way of more serious riders. The colors don’t matter much, but the material does. Think the smoothest, nicest plaza you can think of. Finally, the majority of skateboarders in our area skate more street/plaza style obstacles, however, there must be transition incorporated. Without transition, you are excluding a big group of skateboarding/BMX/Scooter riders.

-Before anything else is said, A CLAPS B. Its not even close A is way better. A is the PERFECT balance of street and park with a delicious amount of flow. B looks like A but before they decided to add anything. B is just beta version of A. The most important thing about a skatepark for me, is probably the least controllable part, the vibe. I think this really just depends on the location and city that the park is in. Like the santa clarita skate park is huge and has sooo much dope shit but i dont think id go back after my first visit because there were no locals or oldies throwing down big stuff. It was just all 7 year olds dnaking me and having 0 park ettiquite. This COMPLETELY ruined the whole visit for me and made me not want to come back any time soon.

I believe that there needs to be a balance of transition and street oriented features, rather than just focusing on one or the other. This allows a lot more skaters to enjoy the park. A flowy, well maintained skatepark is a good skatepark.

-Sections being spaced out, overall flow, some shade, designated sitting areas so people don’t have to sit on a perfect curves ledge or anything.
-Having multiple ramp styles/ levels of difficulty is the best thing for the intermixing of skaters... from young to old. Such a design allows for everyone to use the park, making it a great place.
-My favorite parks are parks where you can link lines together and have a mix of vert and street features.
-Smooth ground, well built obstacles, built by a trusted company such as Spohn Ranch or California Skateparks
-The park should have a world class "expert" vert bowl.
-Variety, flow, difficulty level
-Definitely love to see unique obstacles in a skatepark, and a must is good flow around the whole park.
-The people there motivating and cheering everyone on
-A variety of levels for the kids who don't like to do super fancy tricks.
-Overall flow is important and materials. Nobody wants chunky ground & disconnected ramps. But also, variety for all levels. Beginner skaters-advances pros. Have different areas if that helps.
Do you think there is anything that can be incorporated into the design that represents the city of Malibu?

110 responses

-No
-Chumash art/paintings used to design certain features around park
-Not sure, sometimes I find the city designs to be kinda corny but that’s just me
-The Flora of Malibu!
-Pier feature, pch feature, mt feature
-not sure
-park looks great, good job
-Maybe a sign
-Impression of PCH guard rails, pump track, cliffs, longboard track, infiniti pool impression
-Ya a signature wave piece like the wave in San Luis Obispo skatepark
-x
-3 stair I don’t see that alot
-Acces to the sea
-Maybe something to do with Malibu high school colors? I.e. paint the ledge coping to turquoise for the school color.
-Not sure...
-Emulate surfing waves so we can practice surfing on our surf boards (bowls, flow tracks, and gentle sloping long ramps
-Make quarter pipes to resemble waves.
-Euro gaps are a must and unique, artsy features are always fun
-Maybe a concrete wave!
-The heart and soul of Malibu is surfing, so with that in mind I would love to see elements that highlight the connection between surfing and skating. think pump track, good banked walls for berts (dogtown), flow bowls and transitions.
-Not that I know of
-Palm Trees planted around the premises
-Yes we can paint Malibu on the floor
-Nothing
-maybe some waves or a mural of some sort
-I think smooth concrete juxtaposed with blue rails, and paint on the transition really fits Malibu and the ocean setting.
-
-street league
-Something having to do with world class Surfrider Beach down the street, 1st, 2nd, 3rd point features? The Pier? Maybe a Malibu Pier style sign as an extension in a bowl sorta like the VANS sign in the flow bowl at HB outdoors?
-SURF STYLE SKATE!!!!
- A must - a wave ramp (gets taller on one side) that doubles as the roll in, and history of malibu - stamps of figures and written sayings in the concrete: horses, Chumash, native flowers and plant leaves, name the areas or bowls after animals: mountain lion den, coyote alley, let our kids and visitors learn while there.
- Skatable Sea animal sculptures , skatable concrete waves, connection to the surf culture and surf spots, native plants for landscaping, oak and other large native trees for shaded areas :)
- Something wavy
- Lots of bowls with hips to make it a wave looking structure
- Some artistic language (ocean/waves etc...) / a full pipe that looks like a wave. nope not really
- A sign maybe in a bowl or on a wall with a cool type of calligraphy
- A big bowl for carving also a pump track just to emphasize our surfing roots
- Waves!
- Palm trees
- When I think of Malibu I think of blue ocean waters, palm trees, natural surrounding landscapes of mountains and the great wildlife of California coasts. I think the skatepark should be surrounded by fencing to protect the public from wild animals such as bobcats, mountain lions, and coyotes as people will want to visit during all times of day and let their kids play freely without the worry of an animal running up on them. We don't want to disrupt the wildlife surrounding the area and we don't want to put animals at risk for our sake of safety. The design of the park could also incorporate a fun flow zone or snake run around the park as if you're surfing the concrete like all the surfers do on the famous Malibu coast.
- Don't be cliche. Make the best, most unique skate park possible. Not a Malibu theme park
- Flow
- Something beach themed
- A bowl
- A wave feature design. Look to San Luis Obispo Skatepark for a wave feature design.
- What would be super cool is if you had a half pipe that protrudes in the air high enough that there is a view of the ocean, or what would be super sick is a Literal concrete wave-type-ramp.
- The wall at surfrider is probably the most iconic feature of Malibu. Maybe putting up a replica at the front of the park or turning it into a vert wall or something.
- Colors and/or patterns that represent & honor the history of this land and the Chumash people
- Different sized bowls to practice 50/50s and axle stalls
- Maybe marine life designed into the park like the dolphins on the zuma beach barriers
- Palm trees
- The color blue
- View/acces to the beach, palm trees and a 3 level grandstand for people to relax, hang out, and watch the skaters.
- No
- Maybe put the name Malibu imprinted into the concrete on the side where the view is... and/or some waves bubbled into the concrete.
- Maybe palm trees?
- I think we should keep it simple and all about skateboarding.
- A [concrete] wave. Maybe even a [wooden] pier over the park where spectators can walk over and watch.
- A little of everything also a good handrail
- Over vet wave/capsule counter. FDR corner meets SLO wave
- na we gouda
- Two palm trees at the entrance
- Definitely a great looking wood half pipe, half of it should be like 5-6ft and an extension of like 8-9 ft with same very
- Waves 🌊
- park style bowl with some vert (at least 8ft)
- I think a good symbol representing The Bluffs much like the Point Dume symbol.
- Clover shaped pool
- Surfing
- Just a clean nice design which is colorful and fun to skate and flowy.
- There needs to be a pool
- make one of the ramps or bowl visually look like a wave
- Maybe a bowl with a wave
- Maybe some color
- I think the park should have a good flow bowl.
- A giant M (like the giant H at Harbor City skatepark)
- Red Tape.
- Include a surf related section
- The temporary skatepark in Malibu now is a bit small so make the permanent one bigger. Also I think there should be a spine and a mini ramp. I don't think it should be wood, I think it should be cement (I do like the sound of skating on wood though, but that doesn't really matter).
- Chrome Hearts
- Sustainability.
- Shape of waves
- A palm tree in the middle
- Wave like quarter pipe
- I don't know
- I’d say it has to be surf skate influenced. Do have a good plaza section but transition is should flow nice, think about the waves around the place. I think what is lacking with Venice is the street section but the transition is amazing. You can look at like the two different wave styles say the waves like first point and the beach breaks like Zuma. The points are flowy smooth transition and zuma is more street like tricks and tubes. Malibu is more known for surfing than skating, so there needs to be a surf element to it. Maybe like surf cross training park type thing.
- Maybe some sort of decorative fencing or a shade canopy with a design representing the city. This is tricky thought, most skateparks don’t have anything like that. Moorpark skatepark has a
big “M” carved into their concrete, which is the only other example of this that I have seen. But you must make sure whatever you add is not obstructing the obstacles.

-A big dolphin
-I think there can be a surfing vibe incorporated through a flow section
-Absolutely, long little mini ramp with 3 growth extensions maybe 2’ 3’ 4’ for surf riders 1st, 2nd, and 3rd point break. Whale tale ledge similar to the statue in the bluffs park.
-Yes. More wave art.
-Murals on the walls would be sick like waves for example.
-It can maybe be beach themes or use colors from the beach such as yellow and blue
-Making this a world class skatepark that represents our community’s love for skateboard and surf culture.
-A pump track, since we all surf as well
-I think they should incorporate some aspects specific to Malibu such as the mountains and the beach, like maybe a wave or something. Definitely some rocks.
-A “wave” type feature
-Yes, waves.
-Ramps beginner to intermediate
-Surf-like features
What type of skatepark terrain do you most prefer?

- Street/Plaza: 51.8%
- Transition/Bowl: 36.4%
- Hybrid (a little bit of both): 11.8%

For a Street Style Skatepark, rank the importance of these features. If you rate everything a 5 we will note that you value everything equally.

Rank the importance of these different types of transition.

For a Transition Style Skatepark, rank the importance of these features. If you rate everything a 5 we will note that you value everything equally.
Any comments on Concept A?

76 responses

- It’s got more than enough street and plaza. Every skatepark has that!! Put some crazy flow bowls in there and make it stand out. Seems like there’s more than enough room
- I love A but needs a china gap
- Looks fun, needs a mini ramp for ppl who don’t skate transition
- this feels like a nice mix of street and transition to my taste
- looks like a fun park for all skill levels
- No but it doesn’t look like it has a hip and I think hips are really important
- No
- Obstacles don’t really flow into one another, a lot of wasted space on having a flat rail in the middle of the park. Don’t know why you would put the big pool separate from the flow bowl they should be side by side.
- Put a 3 stair for people that aren’t that advanced at skating
- I love the design
- Amazing!!
- Way too much street. Needs to have more enclosed flow bowls
- If the pool was a flow pool it’d be better
- Bigger bowl please!
- I like the small mini ramp behind the flower box at the entry. If you can bring that to Design B somehow it would be cool
- Not much tranny but make it a bit more flowy
- I just prefer the layout of B
- Make an 6 stair and 2 block
- None
-Looks good
-i love it so much i will skate here so much you have no idea the rails look so fun and that 7 stair looks perfect and the bump to bar is perfect overall a perfect park 10/10 but maybe a 1-2 hip/pyramids would make it the best in the world
-Looks fun but a more well defined bowl section would make for a better park in my opinion. little more transition
-I like the mini-ramp feature inserted into Concept B instead
-PUMP TRACK!!!
-Missing a euro gap! And more surrounding landscaping and seating
-More ledges
-i love it
-Sick
-I really like it a pimp track or snake run would be fun too
-There should be more street/plaza to allow beginners to skate easier without getting in the way of transition skaters.
-Great design, but needs a cornerstone feature
-Redo
-Perfect
-To little transition
-Love it, but maybe more little stair cases and only one big staircase.
-It is pretty heavy leaning towards street but it looks great. The mini ramp is a great idea, I think adding an extension or some other features to it would make it more versatile.
-Snake run and another mini ramp!
-I love this design, I just don’t see any euro/step up gaps
-Needs more flow. Looks very aimed towards street skaters and not both. We need both in Malibu because we have a LOT of Surfers here.
-looks so good
-Looks great! I would like to see one shallow and one deeper bowl.
-check out Venice skate parks design
-Liking this design a lot!
-It’s important to have a pool with coping and vertical just enough vertical for kids to adapt to but also advanced skaters that can do hand plants and aerials.
-Keeping the park elements separated will create a better flow in the park. The bowl could be a better design. That one has been done many times is not unique. It will not draw skateboarders in as much as another design. It needs some flat walls and more dimension.
-So good would be so greatful
-Corners need to be contacted. Mini zone good for kids. More hips with more pocket speed.
-Connect to pool
-More flow bowls
-It’s perfect but add a smaller bowl as well as a wood mini ramp. Always good to have wood
-Like I said in the meeting a mix of the north side of concept A (the one with the entrance) and the south side of concept concept B
-For my level of skateboarding the ledges and rails look too high. But that’s just me. I do think that skateparks are great to build your way up to a hand rail in the streets for example. So just wanna mention that I like a skatepark to build up my comfort level so when I take it to higher ledges and rails I am ready to step it up. I like a skatepark as a training place as well as overall fun. My level and comfort zone with the height of a box or rail is about 10-12’ high. maybe 14’. A little over curb high for manual pads as well. But looks absolutely amazing though regardless!
-More vert
-More park-style
-great start, needs a nice wide manual pad area.
-I can't see the picture that well, but for someone who doesn't know how grind rails/jump stairs, I think you need to put at least one ramp next to each set of stairs.
-Make sure park is walkable without getting in the way of riders
-We can find street features anywhere. We need bowls!
-the bowl would be better with some more shape to it
-I like it a lot but I think changing the rail on the 6 stair to putting two of them on either side of the stairset
-Looks like a street contest run with pool off to the side. Not very creative.
-This looks great!
-A SLAPS
-Looks like a good mix of both skating styles, without being too much or too little of each
-A euro gap / step up would make this complete.
-Its sick, but maybe some more flatground would be nice.
-This is my dream park
-Really like the super long rail, and back yard pool, want a small tranny with pool coping.
-looks like it can be for new skaters too
-It could get really tight based on crowd
-right
-what would make the park even better is to add a round flat bar somewhere in the park otherwise maybe the down rail on the stair set is a bit too big
-Change the bowl to a park style bowl
-I like the various street elements: stairs, rails, ledges. I like the mini-ramp. I don't like that the quarter pipe behind the mini ramp leads right into a vegetated area. The skater is forced to go right or left to avoid crashing against a ledge. In that sense, I like the more open drop in of Concept B (but the mini-ramp should stay).
-The bowl is too basic. Turn into into a clover design with various depths in the pockets. And connect it to the rest of the part with pump-able pathways.
Any comments on Concept B?

76 responses

- No
- More street
- Looking for mini pipe on Concept B
- I understand that this concept B has more “transition” in it, although I’d almost rather prefer concept A. Here’s why. Even though there is much more tranny in this concept, it doesn’t look flowy at all. It looks very open and honestly wouldn’t be that fun to skate. At that point you might as well just keep it all a street section because that’s transition kinda looks like a waste. There’s no deep end, no flow, it’s just a bunch of quarter pipes and a rounded corner. By bowls, I’m talking about the kind of stuff they have at Linda Vista Skate park in SD. too transition focused for my personal preference
- Another great design, has similarities to Stoner Park in LA
- I love his one way more than concept A
- Instead of the grass planters you should do a spine transfer into another transfer so you can flow from big pool into the small section. Make the bigger quarterpipes to the left as tall as you can they look too shallow. It’s cool to have a lil quarter for the kids on the right but you gotta have a 7 or 8 foot wall on the left side to go big and get a lot of speed off the middle section.
- More street
- I really like the bowl
- Needs more enclosed flow bowls. Would prefer flow bowls over pool bowls
- Needs better bowl
-Bigger bowl please!
-Again not much more street only a bit more
-Great layout
-I like it the same
-first one is way better 5/10 for this one
-Needs a well defined flow bowl / mini ramp.
-too much tranny
-Really liking this design with the mini ramp from Concept -A or a mini or flow bowl added in.
-PUMPTRACKKKKK!!!
-Flow could be better - would be sketchy and dangerous with lots of people
-Important to consider the traffic and how the flow will work when crowded.
-B > A
-nope
-Awesome
-Looks sick maybe less rails but looks awesome still
-to much transition that will become boring overtime.
-More street cross over and needs a snake run
-Good but a bowl without pool coping would be nice
-I looks great. There are many surfers in the City and surrounding areas that love transition.
Riding transition is akin to riding waves.
-You’ll get way more visitors if the skatepark is primarily street. Please please please make it primarily street.
-Boxes
-The whole left side doesn’t have a lot going on. Just looks like something to ride through. I would
-probably see most people skating that side as if it were just a mini ramp
-Needs some street maybe 1 more rail like flat bar
-i like A better
-Great! One shallow and one deeper bowl.
-Stairs and rails are always good to put in
-It looks more well rounded.
-Same answer as above
-This is much better. What I would like to see is a true replica of the Wallos [from Hawaii]. It seems like they are attempting that in the design. I am from Hawaii, email me if you need details.
-I don’t see any parts that are in b that are better than a
-Focus more on A
-pump track!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
-I really like this but put more park and less of the trees in the middle so more flow bowls and snake runs
-It’s perfect but add a smaller bowl as well as a wood mini ramp. Always good to have wood
-I would like to have an A frame with a rail and a rail going down the stairs. But like I said the top half of A mixed with the Bottom half of B
-Looks super sick! If anything I’d like to see a flat rail and flat rail 10-12’ High somewhere in there but overall I have to say I like this design better. The flow looks amazing! Being a street and transition skater it’s hard to pick a favorite but I am still liking this one better than A. All about the flow overall.

- Good start. Clover shaped pool with shallow stairs
- Concept B needs slightly more street and plaza.
- This design appears to have less jumps but it’s hard to tell from the model
- If it had more street and a mini ramp it would be perfect.
- If you could mix the right side of concept A and the left of concept B it would be awesome
- I like the amount of transition in it.
- any chance of a vert ramp?
- If you're going to do this design, you definitely need to put more stairs/rails (don't forget about putting at least one ramp next to each set of stairs). But still, I would prefer the other design. Would love a dedicated area for beginners, even just one feature!

- Make it flow - like the ocean
- not enough obstacles
- one or to more stair sets
- A better design but still doesn’t seem like it flows that well.
- This park looks somewhat empty. I feel like you could fit many more obstacles into this much space, like in example A. And like I said, our area prefers street and plaza style obstacles. Concept A is defiantly on the right track.
- B is dop poop it forgot to have anything in it.
- This design would be really hrs to skate if it were to get just a little crowded.
- Needs more street
- There isn't enough street and wouldn't really let street skaters progress that much
- Looks like it has more stuff for advanced skaters
- It’s perfect
- wack
- Too much transition
- If you add north half of a to the south half of b it would be totally awesome
- It has a few more quarter pipes. Might be good if there is a lot of pool coping. The L shapes snake run could be a crash up derby. Looks like enough space for 10-15 people or less.
- There’s a lot of flat ground, maybe add a couple bumps and or cut off a section to build more of a bowl instead of it being really open
- For this to really work well, it needs an elevation change from one end to the other to facilitate speed and create full-park lines.
Any additional input for your skatepark?

75 responses

- No
- Digging the concepts
- I feel like I’ve given enough input lol sorry
- Mellow transition, a big mini ramp with different features incorporated
- Please at least put one hip
- Cool design could use a few adjustments! You want this park to be epic for sure!
- Flat rail and stairs
- Add more obstacles by the entrance
- Can’t wait
- The boxes by the entrance should be straight not curved it’s a lot harder to do more advanced tricks on bent ledges
- More enclosed bowls, especially flow bowls. Those are the best for practicing and building community as everyone watched each other, learns, and take turns. Way less crashes when it’s enclosed and separate from the street stuff
- Would love to see a flat rail that one could ride up to and on...
- So we get a lot of speed
- None
- More Bowls
- Please pick A and add a mellow pyramid and it would be the greatest park of all time
- Very excited. Thank you to everyone who is putting in their blood, sweat, tears, love, money, and time into this project! Whatever comes about will be a great improvement to the city of Malibu. Ps.
- Don’t forget a kick ass mini ramp ;)
- Right in the middle of those 2 options is perfect
- I’m an old fart and prefer tranny but understand that street features are very important to the groms and necessary for a well balanced park with variety. That being said I prefer the transition heavy concept B for Malibu because once you cut through all the wealth and glam nonsense, we are just a SoCal surf town, rich in waves and surf history and culture. Having a park that favors transition and flow just makes sense. There are surfing/skating Malibuites of all ages that skate popsicles, longboards, cruisers, carvers, 10x30 old school, zip zingers, etc., for the thrill of "Sidewalk Surfing" and will probably never be interested in stair sets or Euro gaps but I’m sure they’d really enjoy some concrete waves, flow bowls and snake runs. We are so excited for this and so grateful "California Skateparks" will be involved, thank you all so much for your time, effort and expertise to finally build an EPIC SKATEPARK IN MALIBU!
- FLOWWW BOIIIIII!!!
- The sooner the better! Thank you!
- Street
- Rails that you can ride up!
-The surrounding area should include restrooms, water fountains or water bottle fill up stations. There should be shade in the park and seating areas.

- The Volcom bros park in mammoth and the vans skate park in So cal are good for examples
- No reservations
- Lots of bowl and transition
- Don't forget to look at Moorpark Skatepark for inspiration on design.

-I like the first design more with added transition. The main part of the second design that I think could work is splitting the street and flow sections of the park. I'm just not crazy about the features show in the second flow section. It feels like it's meant to be skated coming from one direction and not flowed.

-Thank you for creating this survey, it's very special to get to be involved in the design process :)

-So excited!! Please make it the best haha
- I just want a ramp that goes halfway up a staircase, so I can do tricks up it. Maybe with a ledge at the top too so you can Ollie up the stairs onto a ledge
- no

- Create spots (3 stair grandstand) to relax and watch the skaters, for parents and skaters.
- Malibu deserves only the best and even better than an average skate park!
- We don't need a huge half pipe, but definitely some various integrated vert ramps to allow for seamless flow and lessen the exertion required to make it around the park.
- Like I said earlier in my answer above there has to be structure like the cove there needs to be a membership, there needs to be someone working the gate, kids need to skate with pads and helmets, there’s got to be rules, etiquette, skaters and scooters should not skate park together, you should have to pay for your membership and if you don’t abide by the rules there should be a one strike rule in your out and you lose your membership for a certain amount of time.

- LIGHTS!! LIGHTS!! LIGHTS!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! UNMONITORED!! UNMONITORED!!

- The first concept looks so good
- Better to have a skate park a beginner can grow into over a lifetime, than a park someone who has been skating a lifetime doesn’t want to skate
- pump track!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

- Transition
- AlWAYS have at least a wood mini ramp, a wood half pipe even, wood is must at every skatepark
- I think pump tracks would be awesome
- Change the pool to a park bowl with vert in it
- Clover shaped pool. With vert
- Make the pool with shallow stairs and a light and shallow end that’s barely drop in able
- A pool is mandatory and lots of transition is ideal
- My 11 year old is so thrilled. He's been enjoying the temporary skate park (until he broke his wrist) and looks forward to returning. It's a nice crowd and users are very respectful.
- A park style bowl with vert is really important and all the skaters would love it
- I like the street section of concept A and the transition section of concept B
-Any good modern skatepark is going to have good flow from transition to street. Skaters aren’t put in a box with only one type of skating anymore. Great skaters ride transition, street, and combine techniques of both.
-Make it happen already, these bones ain’t getting any younger!
-Every coping needs to be ROUND, not squared. Some shade and benches and water fountain would be great. Thank you!
-I want a diagonal pole in the ground
-Thanks!!
-no scooters or bikes
-none
-I would like the park to have a long flatbar going down a very mellow bank like poods skatepark
-Separate the two more to allow distinct transition features and street plaza features. Think kids that surf and don’t skate street that much because the live up in the hills or at a beach house that need a good plaza area to learn fundamentals in street but also have a place for surf skating or transition skating, minis, bowls, flowy transition. If you have a pool, you need another bowl for kids and others to work up to it.
-Im hyper
-Very excited for this. It’s been a long time since we had a skatepark. Papa jacks was my 2nd home.
-Mix of street/vert with a bowl would be sooo sick
-I was on the task force for this in 2012. The goal was to build a "world class" park that would bring skaters in from around the globe as well as give our kids the quality park that could allow them to become "world class" skaters. I have skate all over the planet and at age 50 still drive 100 + miles per week to skate terrain (bowls and ramps) that can support the level that I am at. I am also available for consultation, and would love to help out
-A pump track would be great if the park gets additional square footage
-I want a place to hang out with my friends and skate but I am not as good as they are, but still want to skate.
-Having different levels is really important. Right now skating is trending so a lot of beginner skaters are forced to either intrude on the flow of adv skaters or not skate parks.
-we need some hubba bubes
-Flat round rail, but not too high
-I don't think we need a stand-alone pool-style bowl. If the bowl on the south side can be connected to the rest of the park, that would be a better use of that space. Also, round coping all around. People get hurt easily on the square metal coping. A shaded seating area would be nice.
-Thanks!
-Features to reference include: Egg Bowl Powhatan Springs Arlington, Va. Mini bowl / Clover at Alex road. Peanut bowl & Flow area at Linda Vista. Flow area McVicker Canyon Lake Elsinore. Any Evergreen builds for flow Having a park big enough to serve the LA community that will commute this park is important (i.e. Venice isn’t near big enough & can be a crash up due to lay out). As well as keeping mind how parks have changed since the early 2000s when most parks were built in the LA area. Not a choice between street & vert. All terrain flow with a nod to bowl
riding is the name of the game for most great parks. I’ve traveled & skated all over the world. I have a pretty good perspective on what can make a memorable long lasting park. Skateboarding is no longer only a California passion but is thriving across the globe. Amazing new parks are being built in small towns all the time. Very few new parks with a large footprint get the opportunity to be built near LA. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for Malibu to come through with an absolute dream & destination park.

- Good concrete, make the pool proper with good transitions 👍
- Get creative with the transition and add a fly out or two.
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